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Analysis of Emails 
 
Social Network Analysis and Semantic Network Analysis 
 
These tasks were conducted by Julia Gluesing. 
 
I.  Initial Steps March-April 2014 

1. Made a copy of Ellen’s email data set and exported it to maintain a dataset with only her 
email in it. 

 
2. Opened Condor using the terminal so that I would have 2 gb of memory:  changed 

directory by dragging the Condor jar folder into the terminal app and then copying the line 
from the .bat file in the Condor 2.6.6 directory and pasting it into the terminal window 
and pressing return. 

 
3. Created a new database and dataset for Dan’s email only and one for George’s email so that 

I would be able to look at them separately as well as be able to look at the combined task 
force email. 

 
4. Dan’s email has 162 nodes and 578 edges.   Imported 3315 emails.   

 
5. George’s email import was 131 emails and had 87 nodes and 181 edges 

 
6. Cleaned up the names in Condor so that aliases would be merged into a single identifying 

node. 
 

7. Used Condor to look at all three data sets together — Ellen, Dan, and George — in a 
static view, looking at the the Core-Periphery map, the Contribution Index, and coloring 
the nodes for Betweenness Centrality. 

 
II.  Analysis Steps June 2014 

1. Used Condor 3 to continue email analysis because the updated software provides more 
functionality and ease of use. 

2. Created SNAG_Merged_EDG dataset by combining Ellen’s, Dan’s and George’s dataset 
and eliminating aliases by merging different email addresses for the same person.  The 
initial dataset contained 348 nodes.  After merging emails, there were 192 nodes in the 
overall SNAG email network.  (SNAG was our nickname for the project, standing for 
Stakeholder Networks and Governance) 

3. Created ANN_SNAG_Merged_EDG dataset by annotating betweenness centrality and 
degree centrality to the merged dataset 

4. Created static view of Overall SNAG Email Network, which contains the node names for 
the Commission and primary actors in the network.  Commission members are colored 
yellow to distinguish them from others. 

5. Ranked the network members by betweenness and degree centrality and exported a table 
with the rankings:  SNAG_Overall_wCentrality Measures.csv 
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6. Pruned the nodes to show only those with 2 or more links to eliminate the most peripheral 
actors.  The network was resized to 102 nodes. 

7. Calculated the influence score on the overall network of 192 nodes.  Created a static view 
and pruned the network by degree centrality with a minimum of 2 degrees.  Created a 
static map of the central nodes by sizing by total influence.  Resulting graphic:  
Inf_DegBetSen_Merged_EDG_Graph.png.  Then removed the names and created a 
second graph of the same influence network labeling the nodes by influence score (Note:  
both names and influence scores cannot be displayed at the same time). Resulting graphic:  
InfScore_DegBetSen_SNAG_Merged_EDG_Graph.png 

8. Exported the Actor data with all the annotated measures of betweenness central, degree 
centrality, sentiment, and influence as a .csv file.  Imported the file into Excel and sorted 
by Total Influence.  Filename:  Actors_Inf_DegBetSen_SNAG_Merged_EDG.xlsx 

9. Opened the dataset SNAG_Merged_EDG and created a dynamic view by day with no 
history.  Verified that the appropriate number of nodes were being displayed by checking 
the June 30 and July 1 network results to make sure that the initial invitation was included.  
Calculated degree and betweenness centrality and sentiment.  Then saved this file in 
Condor3 as:  Dynamic_ByDayNoHistory_SNAG_Merged_EDG. 

10. Exported link data to prepare for LIWC and WORDij analysis by the five time segments. 
11. In the process of merging email from three different email systems, html header code was 

included in the body of the messages.  Therefore, this content had to be eliminated from 
the text files for an accurate WORDij and LIWC text analysis to proceed with the semantic 
analysis of email messages.  There are online or web-based tools to remove html text, but 
these tools could not be used due to the confidential nature of the email.  An online 
example of a tool that works is this one:  http://www.striphtml.com/  Instead, a desktop-
based tool had to be located and downloaded:  
http://d2d42mpnbqmzj3.cloudfront.net/downloads/WordKutools.exe.  Downloaded 
this tool and tested it with the free trial version.  It did not work. 

 
III. Analysis Steps July 2014 
1. Worked to remove html code using WORDij, which was eventually successful.  Learned 

on July 7 that Condor had a new release with an html remover function added to the 
Process Data menu.  Used this function to remove html, save a new dataset without html 
and export it for further analysis.  Worked well in removing html code.  However there 
were many special characters that needed to be removed as well before WORDij and 
LIWC semantic analysis could be completed.  Attempted to remove these characters using 
text edit software in both Mac (TextEdit) and Windows (KEdit) OS and was unsuccessful.   

2. Contacted Jim Danowski for help in removing special characters.  There was no solution 
for the Mac.  Running WORDij on a PC solves the issue. 

3. Took the SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML using the Process Data menu to annotate with 
the degree centrality, betweenness centrality, and sentiment with chunking, NLP, 
emotionality, complexity measures and saved the file as a new dataset called: 
SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_Ann and closed the open dataset. 

4. Opened this new file (SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_Ann) and ran the influence 
measure using the Process Data menu, and saved the file as a new dataset called:  
SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_Inf and closed the open dataset.  Note:  Because the 
sentiment calculation was previously executed, it was not repeated in the Influence 
calculation, thus it bases the influence measure on keywords (comm_content).  This 
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ensures that we know exactly what sentiment options were used in the calculation of the 
sentiment measure. 

5. Open the file again called SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_Ann and calculated 
contribution index (deduped by comm_time) using Process data saving this file as a new 
dataset called SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_CI and closed the open dataset. 

6. Opened the file SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_Ann and ran the turn taking calculation 
(selecting turns within days and 4 as the interval) using Process Data, and saved this file as a 
new dataset called:  SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_TT. 

7. Exported each of these files (SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_Ann, 
SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_CI, SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_Inf, and 
SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_TT using the Export data function in the Export Menu.     

8. Opened the links in Excel and sorted the data from most influence to least by message and 
date.  Decided to map the influence network for the top 19 actors based upon a total 
influence score of .50 or higher in the 
Actors_SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_Ann_Inf.csv file.  Used the Graph Pruning 
function in the Process Data Set menu. 

9. Opened the file called SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_Ann, and set the dates by each of 
the five time segments.  Exported the nodes and links for each time segment file to create 
separate email spreadsheets and Word document files for each time segment to do 
semantic analysis:  Links_SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_Ann_Segments.xls and 
Seg_Allv2.docx and Seg_01.docx … Seg.05.docx.  The table below shows the breakdown 
of the time segments: 
 
Segment Time Period 
1 June 30, 2011at 7:52 pm to December 19, 2011 at 7:37 pm 
2 December 19, 2011 at 7:38 pm to January 9, 2012 at 8:53 pm 
3 January 9, 2012 at 8:54 pm to February 13, 2012 at 8:50 pm 
4 February 13, 2012 at 8:51 pm to March 26, 2012 at 7:30 pm 
5 March 26, 2012 at 7:31 pm to December 31, 2012 at 11:59 pm 
 
Segment 1 is all activity before the official December 20th meeting.  Segment 2 includes 
two meetings, December 20th and January 9th.  All the segments except for Segment 1 
include email up to and including the email that occurred during the meetings in that time 
period. 
 
Used these Word files to look for special characters and to replace them with spaces or a 
single quote.  Kept track of these characters in a separate Word file to repeat this operation 
in the remaining five segment files.  Saved the Seg_Allv2.docx file in UTF-8 format and 
named it Seg_Allv2.txt. 

10. Started Parallels and ran WORDij on the PC because special characters on the Mac do not 
show up when WORDij is run on this operating system.  Jim Danowski had no other 
solution than to use the PC for WORDij.  Ran WordLink on the Seg_Allv2.txt file and 
confirmed that no special characters were in the output files.  

11. Using the WORDij Utilities module two files were created:  the Proper Noun and String 
Replace files.  Took the String Replace file and brought it into Excel to use the special 
Filter option to retain records with only an underscore in them to shorten the number of 
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lines of text to edit.  The records with no underscore are generally single words that are 
capitalized at the start of a sentence, and WORDij picks them up as Proper Nouns.  The 
result of the filtering was to remove one third of the lines.  There were still 52 pages of 
text to edit.  This process is tedious and time consuming but helps to refine the output of 
WORDij analysis.  The same ProperNounStringReplaceEdited.txt file can be used across 
all five segments in the analysis.  It also serves as a documentation of the stakeholders and 
topics that are mentioned in the email. 

12. Made a duplicate copy of the Seg_Allv2.txt file and renamed it Seg_Allv3.txt to conduct a 
second run with the edited String Replace file: ProperNounStringReplaceEdited.txt.  
Reviewed the .wrd and .pr output to confirm that special characters were no longer 
present and that the word and word pairs made sense, which they did.  Could do more 
editing of the String Replace file but decided it was clean enough for our purposes in 
comparing texts over time. 

13. Ran LIWC analyses to get an overview of the sentiment in the texts and a comparison 
across time segments of the types or categories of words in the Commission email.  The 
results file is: LIWC2007 SNAG Email Results.xlsx.   

14. Moved next to run the WordLink analysis in WORDij to generate all the analysis files for 
text files representing each time segment:  Seg_01.txt, Seg_02.txt, Seg_03.txt, 
Seg_04.txt, Seg_05.txt.   

15. Ran the Z-Word and Z-Pair Utilities and QAPnet analyses on all five time segments.  Did a 
QAP correlation matrix of the five segments by the five segments.  Then did an over time 
analysis using the Z-Word and Z-Pair output text files (saved as Excel files) by comparing 
Segment 1 with 2, 2 with 3, 3 with 4, and 4 with 5. 

16. Used VISij module in WORDij to create five semantic network maps, one for each 
segment, of the primary message in the email exchanges taking place in each segment.  Set 
the VISij number of nodes to 17 and the minimum link value to 10 produced a readable and 
comprehensive map. 

17. Used Condor 3 to open the dataset SNAG_Merged_EDG_noHTML_Ann.  Used the file 
Open Dataset Command to set the start and end dates to reflect the start date of June 30, 
2011 and the end date of December 19, 2011. Next computed betweenness centrality and 
the contribution index by using Process Dataset > Annotate.  Used View > Static View to 
create network map for segment 1, which had 57 nodes and 254 links.  Took a screen shot 
of the map to insert it into the Findings document.  Changed the node size to equal 
betweenness and labeled the map with names.  Saved the new dataset as: Seg1_BetCI.  
Using Process Dataset, calculated the Sentiment and unchecked Used Active Chunking, 
OpenNPL, and Remove HTML, and checked calculate complexity and emotionality 
renamed this file as Seg1_BetCISent.  Created two more views, one of Group Density by 
month and one of Sentiment over time. Then from this Seg1_BetCISent databse, created a 
new database that included Influence calculation, called Seg1_BetCISent_Influence, 
pruning the graph to include only those actors or nodes who sent 2 or more messages. 
Repeated these steps for each of the remaining four segments.  So, there were five outputs: 
the network maps for betweenness centrality and degree centrality, the group centrality 
graph, the sentiment graph, and the influence map. 
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Conversation Analysis and Frame Analysis (CA + FA) 
 
Although Social Network Analysis and Semantic Network Analysis were our primary methods for 
the analysis of online communications, we were curious to apply CA + FA as well.  This approach 
was useful in illuminating what tasks email was used to accomplish, and the relationship between 
emails and meetings. 
 
Methods 

• Wasson examined the literature on CA of online communications, looking for relevant 
approaches for this project 

•  Wasson was not aware of any literature on FA of online communications, although it may 
exist 

• Most of the CA literature focused on a level of detail and minutiae that did not seem 
important for our study 

• So in the end, the method used was to: 
o Develop research questions 
o Read all emails from city staff 
o Answer research questions 

• This method was much broader than CA although it incorporated some CA concepts 
• Wasson used the pdfs of the emails obtained from the non-voting member of city staff as 

data 
• Due to the data set Wasson was looking at, her analysis focused on interactions among 

Commission members rather than interactions between Commission members and 
members of stakeholder groups 

 
Research Questions & Answers 

1. What was the sequential relationship between emails and meetings? 
o Email tended to be used more before meetings, to share information relevant to an 

upcoming meeting, rather than after meetings as a follow-up 
o Only noticed one follow-up discussion after a meeting; it was initiated by George 

on Feb 21, when he was upset 
 

2. With regard to FA, what can we say about the ways that emails shaped subsequent 
meetings? 

o Topic introduction 
! This occurred when Commission members shared their motions before a 

meeting 
! There weren’t any informal email discussions where new topics were 

introduced 
o Topic framing 

! It seems reasonable to assume that when Commission members shared 
information by email, they were implicitly sharing a particular frame for 
that topic and inviting others to adopt that frame 

! There weren’t any informal email discussions where new framings were 
introduced 
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3. What kinds of CA sequences were found in emails, and how were they similar to or 

different from CA sequences in meetings?  
o RRO sequences (=Robert’s Rules of Order) 

! Did not exist in email; decisions were not made via email so the whole 
RRO process did not come into play 

o Information sequences 
! Most often, information was proffered without being solicited 
! There were occasional requests for information 
! Information sequences tended to be very short, often just one turn 

o Disagreement sequences 
! There was no assessment of proposals, so no disagreement sequences… 

the discussion on defining meeting process Jan 19-20 included some 
disagreements, but resulted in agreement 

o  “Defining meeting process” sequences  
! Similar to meeting sequences 
! Especially common at beginning, e.g. sequence of emails Jan 19-20  

o Other 
! Meeting administration, e.g. sending out minutes, agenda, collecting 

action items 
! Lots of emails planning two linked tours that never took place 

 
4. How long were the email sequences? 

o They tended to be short, often just one message sharing information – not many 
longer sequences 

o Longer sequences tended not to be about information-sharing; they included: 
! An emotional outburst by George and response by John 
! Tour planning 
! “Defining meeting process” sequences, esp at beginning 

o An exception happened Feb 2, when there was a substantive information-sharing 
discussion on methane 
 

5. How were tasks performed through email different from tasks performed in 
meetings? 

o Decisions were never made through emails 
o Very little in the way of discussion, negotiation, extended clarification of ideas 

online – that mainly happened in meetings 
o This builds on media ecology and task-technology fit research streams  

 
 


